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> Introduction

The purpose of this document is to ensure that Merrywood school is able to continue critical activities when
faced with a disruption or emergency. This requires awareness of the principal business continuity risks the
school may be exposed to.

This document sets out the mechanism and plans for no notice or short notice emergencies requiring a
quick response. The principles, definitions and roles outlined here are equally applicable to managing rising
tide incidents that unfold more slowly.

The aim of this document is to outline the general procedures for responding to a declared business
continuity incident at Merrywood school. It clarifies the agreed ‘main effort’ that will guide the response to
the incident and defines the strategic objectives to be met.

Note: This plan has been designed to complement and enhance existing Local Authority procedures and guidance,
see our School Emergency Plan for more details. It does not supersede those procedures or any existing
arrangements for contacting key partners and the Emergency Services during a critical incident.

Number of staff on site

Number of pupils enrolled

Address

24

16

The Old Pheasantry, Merrywood Grove, Tadworth KT20 7HF
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> Document structure and objectives

The plan is separated into four sections, as follows:

To ensure an understanding of the circumstances in which
the plan should be activated, and how.

To ensure an understanding of the key considerations and
actions to be taken to manage a critical incident.

To help ensure that critical activities are recovered as
quickly as possible.

To ensure an understanding of how to effect a successful
recovery to normal operations (or how to deal with
prolonged disruption).

Directory of key contacts to support the emergency
response and incident management.

1. Activation

2. Incident Management

3. Business Continuity

4. Recovery and resumption phase

5. Key contacts and supporting
information

Section Objective
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> 1. Activation

1.1 Circumstances in which the business continuity plan is to be invoked

A business continuity incident is defined as:

“An event or situation which threatens serious damage to human welfare, the environment, or war or
terrorism which threatens serious damage to the security of the UK” (Civil Contingencies Act, 2004).

In the context of the activities of Merrywood school, plan activation triggers may include one or more of the
following:

• Loss of key people or skills (e.g. above normal levels of staff absence)

• Loss of critical systems or utilities (e.g. IT outage, telephone outage, stoppage of water or electricity)

• Denial of access, or damage to, facilities

• Intruders on the premises (invacuation procedures)

• Infectious disease outbreaks or other significant health/ safety incidents

• Fires/ floods or other natural phenomena that may disrupt operations

1.2 Authority for plan activation

The Headteacher is responsible for invoking the Merrywood Business Continuity Plan. In the event that the
Headteacher is not on the premises at the time of the incident, this authority and responsibility is delegated
to the Assistant Head. The steps to be taken by the person invoking the plan are as follows:

1. Assess the scale, impact and duration of the situation.

2. Confirm that there is potential for significant impact on the school’s operations.

3. Communicate to staff that the plan is being activated.

4. Work with staff to manage pupils in the immediate aftermath.

5. Manage communications to key stakeholders.

6. Initiate and/or oversee actions to manage the incident response and to ensure the resumption of critical
activities as soon as possible.

Detail of the stakeholder groups to be contacted in the event of the plan being invoked is provided at 1.3
below.



Phone call

Phone call or email

Parents Headteacher or
Assistant Head

Within 1-2 hours of plan
being invoked

Advisory Board Headteacher or
Assistant Head

Within 1-2 hours of plan
being invoked

Stakeholder
Group

Preferred
Communication
Method

Person Responsible
for Communicating

Timeframe for
Communicating
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1.3 Communications to key stakeholders

Table X below provides the detail of the stakeholder groups to be contacted in the event of the plan being
invoked. The preferred method of communication is a phone-call from the Headteacher (or Assistant Head
if the Headteacher is not on site).
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1.4 Staff Roles and Responsibilities

Table X below provides the detail of the stakeholder groups to be contacted in the event of the plan being
invoked. The preferred method of communication is a phone-call from the Headteacher (or Assistant Head
if the Headteacher is not on site).

Directs the school’s
response to the
emergency

Lead Coordinator • Lead the response,
assign roles and
delegate tasks to
appropriate staff

• Set the strategy (i.e.
lock down or
evacuation)

• Central contact point
for information both
internally and
externally BUT leave
most of the
communications and
disseminating
information tasks to
the person allocated
to that role

• Ensure relevant
authorities are
informed of the
incident (e.g. Area
Education Officer,
Health and Safety
Executive)

Michelle Quayle and
Claire Gungah

Role Role Overview Responsibilities Staff Responsible
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Focuses on the
physical and emotional
wellbeing and safety of
both pupils/students
and staff (evacuation
etc)

If the incident is out of
hours there may not
be any immediate
welfare actions
however there may be
a longer-term need for
a welfare coordinator
to help coordinate
post-incident care and
support

Communicate with
pupils, parents and
visitors. SCC media
team should be able to
advise.

Welfare

Communications
and Media
Management

• Lead on the safe
movement of all staff
and pupils.

• Ensure (as
reasonably possible)
safe shelter and basic
needs met.

• Deploy educational
psychologists (if safe
to do so)

• Ensure that SEMT
members take time
out as appropriate

• Establish a debriefing
process

• Lead on updates to
web, school phone
voicemails and text
messages to parents.

• Manage incoming
calls from media and
members of the public
and if applicable direct
media enquiries to
SCC Media Team.

Michelle Quayle and
Claire Gungah

Michelle Quayle and
Claire Gungah

Role Role Overview Responsibilities Staff Responsible

1.5 Training and testing

Training will be carried out annually by all staff members.

Testing will be carried out annually by all staff members and children.
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> 2. Incident management

Incident management should be actioned as soon as the business continuity plan is invoked. In order of
priority, actions taken in this phase should be oriented towards:

1. Protecting the safety and welfare of pupils, staff, and any visitors on site.

2. Protecting vital assets (e.g. equipment, reputation).

3. Ensuring urgent and necessary communications take place at the earliest opportunity (see list of
stakeholders to be contacted, at 1.3 above).

4. Enabling entry to the ‘business continuity phase’ (see 3 below), in which critical activities are as far as
possible resumed.

2.1 Initial incident management checklist

Information shared and
assessment recorded
to facilitate decision-
making and enhance
the response.

Roles and
responsibilities clarified
to enable an organised
response.

Make a quick initial
assessment:

• Survey the scene/situation

• Assess the impact on
pupils and staff

• Assess (i.e. scale/severity,
duration & impact)

• Disseminate information
(to others)

• Call the Emergency
Services if needed

• Evacuate the school
building if necessary

Nominate individuals to carry
out Incident Management
roles, as appropriate.

Action Output / Outcome Action Complete? Completed by
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Auditability of decision-
making; potential to
evaluate and learn
lessons post recovery.

Record for emergency
services or other
authorities which may
be required during/
post incident.

Auditability; record may
be required by
authorities.

Establish how minimum
requirements are to be
met (e.g. provision of
free school meals).

Record for insurance
providers and/ or
authorities.

Ability to maintain
coordination across the
staff team and to keep
parents informed.

Ensure movements are
accounted for

Ensure a log of key decisions
and actions is started and
maintained throughout the
incident.

Where appropriate, record
names and details of any staff
or pupils that may have been
injured or affected by the
incident as part of your
incident record keeping.

Log details of all items lost by
pupils, staff, visitors etc as a
result of the incident, if
appropriate.

Assess the key priorities for the
remainder of the working day
and take relevant action.

Log all expenditure incurred as
a result of the incident and
seek advice/inform your
Insurance Company

Consider your communications
strategy to ensure staff and
pupils are kept informed about
what is required of them. If the
incident is taking place outside
of normal working hours, staff
may need to be contacted to
advise of alterations to
arrangements for the following
day.

Ensure recording processes
are in place for staff/pupils
leaving the site.

Action Output / Outcome Action Complete? Completed by
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> 3. Business continuity

Effective incident management should enable entry to the business continuity phase, in which the focus
shifts to resuming critical activities as quickly and as effectively as possible, and/or ensuring that they
continue to be delivered during the disruption.

The purpose of the business continuity phase is to activate continuity strategies to enable alternative ways
of working, and/or to make best use of potentially limited resources by suspending ‘non-critical’ activities.
When planning how to resume critical activities, the following factors will be considered:

• Immediate and ongoing priorities

• Communication strategies

• Resource availability and deployment of resources

• Roles and responsibilities

• Finances

• Monitoring and reporting

• Stakeholder engagement

• General and specific welfare issues

• Planning the recovery of non-critical activities

• Involvement/ input of partners which may be required to aid recovery

• Keeping a thorough record of decisions, actions, communications, and expenses incurred
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3.1 Resuming critical activities

The outcome of the Business Impact Analysis process has been to identify the following activities as time
critical/ urgent:

1. Safeguarding

2. Learning and home learning

Headteacher, Designated Safeguarding Officer, All Staff

Minimal. All staff are trained in safeguarding and
dependence on supporting systems to carry out basic
safeguarding responsibilities is minimal.

Minimum safeguarding requirements met with a plan in
place to restore full safeguarding capacity within 24 hours.

CPOMS is used to support our safeguarding data storage,
safeguarding audits and analyse.

Equipment is in place to prevent children from self-harming
and sufficient staffing numbers onsite to support any critical
self-harming incidents.

Potential for significant harm to children and significant
reputation damage to Merrywood school as a result.

All staffed are trained in safeguarding practices. Michelle
Quayle and Claire Gungah are the designated safeguarding
officers.

The building has been equipped with safeguarding panels
on the doors.

Our family support worker is able to assist with
safeguarding outside of the family home

Roles and Responsibilities

Likelihood of Interruption:

Recovery Point Objectives (RPOs)

Communications and Equipment

Potential Impact if Disrupted

Recovery Timeframe:

People

Premises

Critical Activity Safeguarding
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Headteacher, Head of Curriculum

Moderate. Any incident that restricted or removed access to
classrooms or learning materials has the potential to
disrupt learning.

We have just brought into a Microsoft Education
programme for online teaching, teaching resources and
access for students.

Significant. Depending on the duration of the incident,
potential for attainment to be impacted and consequently
potential for damage to Merrywood School’s reputation.

Remote learning is delivered through Seesaw, Microsoft
Teams and Google classroom.

Roles and Responsibilities

Likelihood of Interruption:

Recovery Point Objectives (RPOs)

Communications and Equipment

Potential Impact if Disrupted

Recovery Timeframe:

People

Premises

Critical Activity Learning
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3.2 General business continuity strategies

3.2.1 Incident impacting the school site

1. Alternative location – Kingswood Primary School or our other school site (Hackbridge)

• Access via mini bus or foot

• The site will be able to accommodate short term usage

• Computers will be available to access data and clouds

2. Emergency ‘grab bag’

• Essential information and equipment for incident management and business continuity. Michelle
Quayle is responsible for maintaining it and keeping contents up to date.

3. Mutual support agreement with another school – Kingswood School or our other site (Hackbridge)

4. Virtual learning environment – Seesaw and Microsoft Teams

5. Localising the incident (e.g. cordoning off a classroom)

6. Offsite activities – e.g. trips

3.2.2 Incident impacting ICT systems (including telephony)

1. Flexible lesson plans

2. Use of a secure external network, virtualised network or secure cloud to ensure files are backed up and
accessible off site

3. Manual workarounds e.g. pre-printed forms, key information on paper

4. Ensure that anyone who requires ICT access has the ability to work from home as necessary. Ensure
critical equipment is taken home where practical and possible and consider procuring mobile equipment
for these users

3.2.3 Incident causing loss of staff / skills

1. Use of temporary staff, using Class Cover – an agency we currently use and have a well established
working relationship

2. Multi-skilling/ cross training staff to make sure they could take on other responsibilities if required

3. Different ways of working to allow for reduced workforce

3.2.4 Incident causing loss of key suppliers

1. Pre-identified list of alternative suppliers

2.Ensuring all suppliers have a BC plan in place

3.Insurance cover

4.Mutual support agreements with other schools
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> 4. Recovery and resumption

The objective of the recovery and resumption phase is to facilitate a return to normal operations as quickly
as practically possible, or – where disruption is likely to be prolonged – to help minimise the ongoing impact
on normal operations. This phase should also as far as possible address the recovery of non-critical
activities.

4.1 Recovery checklist

Plan to resume normal
working practices;
detailing timescales,
responsibilities.

Comprehensive record
of the cost of the
incident.

Depending on the
nature of the incident,
there may be a
requirement to
consider, for example,
additional counselling
support.

Key stakeholders
understand that the
incident has been
managed.

Opportunity to learn
lessons from the
incident and how it was
managed, to inform
updates to the plan.

Opportunity to
strengthen the BC plan
and incident response
for the future.

Agree and plan the actions
required to resume normal
working practices.

Continue to record all
expenditure incurred as a
result of the incident.

Respond to any long-term and
ongoing support needs from
staff and pupils.

Once resumption and recovery
activities are complete,
communicate the return to
business as usual.

Carry out a debrief and
complete a post-incident
report as appropriate. Update
the business continuity plan as
required.

Implement any
recommendations arising from
the post-incident report.

Action Output / Outcome Action Complete? Completed by
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> 5. Key contacts and third party supplier information

Local authority

Contact Named POC Email Phone Address

Gas

Email Server

Electricity

Food Deliveries

Water

Secure Network

Internet

Medication

Educational
Supplies

Service/Utility Provider Email Phone Address

Other considerations



The Old Pheasantry, Merrywood Grove, Tadworth KT20 7HF

01737 336352

admissions@merrywood.org.uk

merrywood.org.uk


